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“We ain’t makin’ this up!”
PRE-SALE on RANGE’s newest
(and most fun) book!

Stories by Vess Quinlan and Bill Jones
with illustrations by John Bardwell

The humor, history
and hallucinations of

Quinlan &
Jones
The philosopher and the jarhead.
Old cowboys and their
western ponderings.

Published by Range Conservation Foundation
and RANGE magazine
C.J. Hadley producer/editor

Think philosophy is just for deep-thinking, pipe-smoking,
ivy-league eggheads hanging around in the faculty lounge?
And history is about dead kings, forgotten wars and meaningless dates?
Well, now here’s some deep thoughts about the American West
and real people who made it interesting, odd and pretty funny.
From two guys who never saw a faculty lounge.
Reg. $30 for this 10”x8” 128-page hardback,
if you buy before Halloween it’s 30% off

ONLY $21!
Send check to RANGE, 106 E. Adams, Ste, 201, Carson City, NV 89706
or call

1-800-RANGE-4-U (726-4348)
Delivery in November 2020.
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RANGE is a national treasure and makes me
wish I were riding the range in a rig or a
truck; a horse if I were younger.
KATHY SMITH
LOVING LIBERTY RADIO NETWORK
OGDEN, UTAH
I live where the American Prairie Reserve is
putting their headquarters and information
center. [“Critical Mass” by Dave Skinner, Fall
2019] They claim they will replace our ag dollars with tourist dollars, but I’m afraid if they
get their way, they will bankrupt the area.
ROGER HOLLOWELL
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
DIGGING EVEN DEEPER
I consulted Wikipedia after reading Dave
Skinner’s “Digging Deeper” in the Summer
2020 issue. I learned that Daniel Patterson’s
resignation from the Arizona House of Representatives came just hours after the House
Ethics Committee voted unanimously to
expel him from the House. Allegations of
ethics violations included domestic violence,
intimidating fellow lawmakers, outbursts of
anger, marijuana use, and offers to a lobbyist
to trade sex for a vote. It makes one wonder if
the Bureau of Land Management did a background check on Mr. Patterson before hiring
him for the job in its Tonopah, Nev., office.
STEPHEN WILLIAMS, ELGIN, ARIZONA
Hope you’re
weathering
this madness
in a safe fashion. Thought
I’d send you a
photo taken
in my backyard here in southeast Arizona. The roadrunner hatchlings and eggs don’t give a hoot
about COVID-19, it’s business as usual for
them. Kinda cute, huh?
DEXTER OLIVER, DUNCAN, ARIZONA
When did you first publish RANGE magazine? It seems I’ve had a subscription for
about 25 years now (if that’s possible) and I
look forward to each issue. As I read the
articles I wish I could get on my rooftop
and shout out the information with such
clarity as your writers do to all who would
listen. They may not agree but would at
(Continued on page 83)

